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navy ships were, then try to ditch the aircraft.

Unfortunately, his aircraft blew up before

making it to the coast. 

Some of Lt. Forster’s crew members who

bailed out survived and became Prisoners of

War. To this day, there still may be some

MIAs among them. 

When the Iron Curtain fell, some Korean

War records were released. One of these

records concerned Lt. Forster and his crew. It

indicated that their aircraft was found by the

North Koreans, and that four bodies were

found in the wreckage. Seven chutes were

seen leaving the aircraft, but not all seven

crew members have been accounted for.

Of all the combat missions I flew, the 30

December 1952 mission remains foremost in

my mind. My respect for Lt. Forster and Sgt.

Differ has never diminished through the

years. They are heroes in every respect. If

they had bailed out of their burning aircraft,

the chances of their survival were good.

I regret that I never attempted to contact

Lt. Forster’s family to inform them of his

heroism. However, through luck, I was able

to speak to Sgt. Differ’s son. I sincerely hope

that he understands my respect for Sgt. Differ

and his heroic actions.

Since I was an aircrew member who was

lucky to make round trips over North Korea

and return to Okinawa, I never stepped a foot

on Korean soil. So, I was spared witnessing

the destruction on South Korea and the hor-

rors of war. 

After viewing pictures and watching

motion pictures of the ground war, and hear-

ing from various ground troops about what

the North Koreans and communists did to the

South Koreans, I have a great amount of

respect for our all our ground troops, Army,

Marines, Navy and the airmen who flew B-

26s, fighter-bombers, fighter pilots, and

especially the ground crews who worked

around the clock to keep the planes flying.

I am proud to say that I was a participant

in the bombing raids that gave the North

Koreans a taste of their own medicine. 

Wayne A. Morrison, 433 Stuart Street,

Ridgewood, New Jersey 07450-1712, 201-

652-6317 

NORTH KOREA from page 74

Torn from the pages of the Air Force Daily
Report, August 28, 2012

U.S., South Korean, and allied armed

forces are in the midst of Ulchi

Freedom Guardian 2012 on the Korean

peninsula, a combined exercise meant to

strengthen readiness to defend against

North Korean aggression. The exercise is

one of the two peninsula-wide exercises

staged each year by the US-South Korean

Combined Forces Command, according to

a Pentagon release. It [ran] until Aug. 31,

allowing senior leaders to work on deci-

sion-making, while commanders and

staffs execute combined planning and

command and control, and oversee mili-

tary intelligence, logistics, and personnel

issues. 

Australia, Britain, Canada, Denmark,

France, New Zealand, and Norway are

also participating in Ulchi Freedom,

which kicked off on Aug. 20. Seventh Air

Force Commander Lt. Gen. Jan-Marc

Jouas said in a statement [that] Air Force

assets on the peninsula have an “opportu-

nity to demonstrate US commitment” to

South Korea and “stability in Northeast

Asia.”

As the Defense Department shifts its

focus to the Asia-Pacific region, Ulchi

Freedom exercises will be more important

than ever, he said. (AFPS report by Donna

Miles)

Thanks to John Gavel for bringing this

article to our attention. Reach him at THE-

GAVEL@aol.com

Did you know… The CPX used to be

called Ulchi Focus Lens. Ulchi was a

famous Korean General, Focus Lens was

the U.S. name contribution to the com-

bined exercise, now Freedom Guardian,

which is better.

Theater Commands are assigned sec-

tions of alphabet to use for operational

names, so you see names like Desert

Storm, Desert Eagle, and in some cases

names predating this system like

Reforger...return of forces to Germany!

Ulchi Freedom Tests Readiness on
Korean Peninsula


